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Foreword
This booklet will provide you with information on correct installation of Chelsea® Power Take-Offs (PTOs). Proper
installation and set up procedures will help you get additional and more profitable miles from your truck equipment
and components.
It is important that you be sure that you are getting the right transmission/PTO combination when you order
a new truck. An inadequate transmission will overwork any PTO in a short period of time. In addition, a
mismatched transmission and PTO combination can result in unsatisfactory performance of your auxiliary power
system from the start.
If you have questions regarding correct PTO and transmission combination, please contact your local
Chelsea® Auxiliary Power Specialist. They can help you select the properly matched components to ensure correct
and efficient applications.

Safety Information
These instructions are intended for the safety of the installer, operator & supporting personnel. Read them carefully
until you understand them.

General Safety Information
To prevent injury to yourself and/or damage to the equipment:
■ Read carefully all owner’s manuals, service manuals, and/or other instructions.
■ Always follow proper procedures, and use proper tools and safety equipment.
■ Be sure to receive proper training.
■ Never work alone while under a vehicle or while repairing or maintaining equipment.
■ Always use proper components in applications for which they are approved.
■ Be sure to assemble components properly.
■ Never use worn-out or damaged components.
■ Always block any raised or moving device that may injure a person working on or under a vehicle.
■ Never operate the controls of the Power Take-Off or other driven equipment from any position that could result
in getting caught in the moving machinery.

Proper Matching of PTO
WARNING: A Power Take-Off must be properly matched to the vehicle transmission and to the auxiliary
equipment being powered. An improperly matched Power Take-Off could cause severe damage to the vehicle
transmission, the auxiliary driveshaft, and/or to the auxiliary equipment being powered. Damaged components
or equipment could malfunction causing serious personal injury to the vehicle operator or to others
nearby.

To avoid personal injury and/or equipment damage:
■ Always refer to Chelsea catalogs, literature, and owner’s manuals and follow Chelsea recommendations when
selecting, installing, repairing, or operating a Power Take-Off.
■ Never attempt to use a Power Take-Off not specifically recommended by Chelsea for the vehicle transmission.
■ Always match the Power Take-Off’s specified output capabilities to the requirements of the equipment to be
powered.
■ Never use a Power Take-Off whose range of speed could exceed the maximum.

		This symbol warns of possible personal injury.
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Safety Information (Continued)
Cold Weather Operation of PowerShift PTO
WARNING: During extreme cold weather operation [32°F (0°C) and lower], a disengaged PowerShift Power
Take-Off can momentarily transmit high torque that will cause unexpected output shaft rotation. This is caused by
the high viscosity of the transmission oil when it is extremely cold. As slippage occurs between the Power Take-Off
clutch plates, the oil will rapidly heat up and the viscous drag will quickly decrease.
The Power Take-Off output shaft rotation could cause unexpected movement of the driven equipment resulting in
serious personal injury, death, or equipment damage.

To avoid personal injury or equipment damage:
■ Driven equipment must have separate controls.
■ The driven equipment must be left in the disengaged position when not in operation.
■ Do not operate the driven equipment until the vehicle is allowed to warm up.
Rotating Auxiliary Driveshafts
WARNING:
■ Rotating auxiliary driveshafts are dangerous. You can snag clothes, skin, hair, hands, etc. This can cause serious injury or death.
■ Do not go under the vehicle when the engine is running.
■ Do not work on or near an exposed shaft when the engine is running.
■ Shut off the engine before working on the Power Take-Off or driven equipment.
■ Exposed rotating driveshafts must be guarded.

Guarding Auxiliary Driveshafts
WARNING: We strongly recommend that a Power Take-Off and a directly mounted pump be used to eliminate the auxiliary driveshaft whenever possible. If an auxiliary driveshaft is used and remains exposed after installation, it is the responsibility of the vehicle designer and PTO installer to install a guard.
Using Set Screws
WARNING: Auxiliary driveshafts may be installed with either recessed or protruding set screws. If you
choose a square head set screw, you should be aware that it will protrude above the hub of the yoke and may
be a point where clothes, skin, hair, hands, etc. could be snagged. A socket head set screw, which may not
protrude above the hub of the yoke, does not permit the same amount of torquing as does a square head set
screw. Also, a square head set screw, if used with a lock wire, will prevent loosening of the screw caused by
vibration. Regardless of the choice made with respect to a set screw, an exposed rotating auxiliary driveshaft must
be guarded.
Important: Safety Information and Owner’s Manual
Chelsea Power Take-Offs are packaged with safety information decals, instructions, and an owner’s manual.
These items are located in the envelope with the PTO mounting gaskets. Also, safety information and
installation instructions are packaged with some individual parts and kits. Be sure to read the owner’s
manual before installing or operating the PTO Always install the safety information decals according to
the instructions provided. Place the owner’s manual in the vehicle glove compartment.

		This symbol warns of possible personal injury.
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Safety Information (Continued)

WARNING: Operating the PTO with the Vehicle in Motion
Some Power Take-Offs may be operated when the vehicle is in motion. To do so, the PTO must have been
properly selected to operate at highway speeds and correctly matched to the vehicle transmission and the
requirements of the driven equipment.
If in doubt about the PTO specifications and capabilities, avoid operating the PTO when the vehicle is in motion.
Improper application and/or operation can cause serious personal injury or premature failure of the vehicle, the
driven equipment, and/or the PTO.
Always remember to disengage the PTO when the driven equipment is not in operation.

Chelsea PTO Safety Label Instructions
1. The two black and orange on white 5" x 7" pressure sensitive vinyl labels, part number 379274, must be placed
on the vehicle frame rails (one (1) on each side), in a position that would be HIGHLY visible to
anyone that would go under the truck near the PTO rotating shaft. If the vehicle is to be painted after these
labels are installed, cover them with two (2) blank masking covers. Remove the masking covers
after painting.
2. Place the one (1) black and orange on white 3.5" x 5" pressure sensitive vinyl label, part number 379275, on
the visor nearest the operator of the vehicle, this must be placed near the PTO visor label.
3. Place the one (1) red and white with black lettering 3.5" x 7" pressure sensitive vinyl label, part number
379915, on the opposite side of the visor from the above label part number 379275.
4. Place the one (1) white and black heavy duty card, part number 379276, in the vehicle glove box in a
position highly visible to the operator. For example, try to place this card on top of whatever may be in the glove
box.
If you require labels, please order part number 328946X at no charge from your local Chelsea Warehouse or send
request direct to:
Parker Hannifin Corporation
Chelsea Products Division
8225 Hacks Cross Road
Olive Branch, MS 38654
Customer Service: (662) 895-1011
Part #379276

WARNING

ROTATING SHAFTS ARE DANGEROUS

Part #379275
Part #379915

YOU CAN SNAG CLOTHES, SKIN, HAIR, HANDS, ETC.
THIS CAN CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH
- EXPOSED ROTATING SHAFTS MUST BE GUARDED
- DO NOT WORK ON OR NEAR AN EXPOSED SHAFT
WHEN ENGINE IS RUNNING
- SHUT OFF ENGINE BEFORE WORKING ON POWER
TAKE-OFF OR DRIVEN EQUIPMENT

PTO MAINTENANCE WARNING

- READ PTO OWNER’S MANUAL FOR MORE SAFETY
INFORMATION

379276 A

WARNING

PERIODIC PTO MAINTENANCE IS REQUIRED BY THE OWNER/OPERATOR TO ENSURE
PROPER, SAFE, AND TROUBLE FREE OPERATION!

DAILY: CHECK ALL AIR, HYDRAULIC, AND WORKING MECHANISMS FOR LEAKS OR
DAMAGE AND PERFORM MAINTENANCE AS REQUIRED BEFORE
OPERATING PTO.

MONTHLY: INSPECT AND TIGHTEN ALL AIR, HYDRAULIC, AND MOUNTING HARDWARE
IF NECESSARY. TORQUE ALL BOLTS, NUTS, ETC. TO CHELSEA
SPECIFICATIONS. ENSURE THAT SPLINES ARE PROPERLY LUBRICATED
IF APPLICABLE. PERFORM MAINTENANCE AS REQUIRED.

PARKER’S CHELSEA PRODUCTS DIVISION WILL NOT BE RESPONSIBLE FOR ANY
DAMAGE DUE TO THE OVERLOADING OF THIS AUXILIARY POWER PRODUCT; FAILURE
TO PERFORM PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE; DAMAGE DUE TO ABUSE,
MISAPPLICATION, OR MISUSE; OR IMPROPER OPERATION OF THIS POWER TAKE-OFF
AND ANCILLARY EQUIPMENT.
FAILURE TO COMPLY ENTIRELY WITH THE PROVISIONS SET FORTH IN THE PROVIDED
OWNER’S MANUAL WILL RESULT IN VOIDING ALL WARRANTY CONSIDERATION.

NOTICE!
DUE TO THE NORMAL AND
SOMETIMES SEVERE
TORSIONAL VIBRATIONS THAT
POWER TAKE-OFF (PTO) UNITS
EXPERIENCE, OPERATORS
SHOULD FOLLOW THIS SET
MAINTENANCE SCHEDULE FOR
INSPECTIONS.
FAILURE TO SERVICE LOOSE
BOLTS OR PTO LEAKS COULD
RESULT IN POTENTIAL
AUXILIARY COMPONENET OR
TRANSMISSION DAMAGE!

379915 D

ROTATING SHAFTS ARE DANGEROUS

YOU CAN SNAG CLOTHES, SKIN, HAIR, HANDS, ETC.
THIS CAN CAUSE SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH
- EXPOSED ROTATING SHAFTS MUST BE GUARDED
- DO NOT WORK ON OR NEAR AN EXPOSED SHAFT
WHEN ENGINE IS RUNNING
- SHUT OFF ENGINE BEFORE WORKING ON POWER
TAKE-OFF OR DRIVEN EQUIPMENT
- READ PTO OWNER’S MANUAL FOR MORE SAFETY
INFORMATION
DO NOT PAINT OVER THIS LABEL!

		This symbol warns of possible personal injury.

379274 A

Part #379274
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Direct Mount Pump Support Requirements (Universal)

"

NOTE:
For Proper Bracketing, Attach at 2 or More
Transmission Bolt Locations and 2 or More
Pump Locations. Contact Transmission
Manufacturer for Proper Bracket Mounting
Locations.

Use CAUTION to ensure the support bracket does not pre-load pump / PTO mounting. When
mounting the pump, it should be fully supported by a jack until the support bracket is secured in
place, then the jack can be released. This will make sure the PTO is not being stressed by the bracket.
Brackets must be designed to adequately eliminate deflections from weight, vibration and truck
movements.
Chelsea requires the use of pump supports (Support Brackets) in all applications to ensure the Maximum
Bending Moment (MBM) of the PTO / Pump assembly is not exceeded. Exceeding the MBM can result in
damage to PTO, transmission, driven equipment, and / or personnel. It is the responsibility of the installer
to ensure that adequate support is implemented. All applications are unique and it is important to consider
all parameters in designing a proper support bracket.
PTO warranty will be void if a pump bracket is not used when one of the following conditions are present:
1. The combined weight of pump, fittings and hose exceed 40 pounds [18.14 kg].
2. The combined length of the PTO and pump is 18 inches [45.72 cm] or more from the PTO
centerline to the end of the pump.
ALSO: Remember to pack the female PTO shaft with grease before installing the pump on the PTO
(reference Chelsea grease pack 379688).
This symbol warns of possible personal injury.
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Shifting Procedures
Gear Box Operation
Vehicle Stationary
Before shifting the gear box into or out of gear, make sure the gears in the unit and input shaft have stopped
rotating.
Split Shaft Operation
Manual Transmission—Vehicle Stationary
Road mode to PTO mode:
1. Disengage the clutch and stop the vehicle.
2. Engage the parking brakes.
3. Shift the split shaft to PTO mode.
4. Select the desired transmission gear as required.
5. Engage the clutch.
6. Apply throttle as required.
PTO mode to road mode:
1. Disengage the clutch.
2. Shift the split shaft to road mode.
3. Disengage the parking brakes.
4. Resume normal driving procedures.

Automatic Transmission
Road mode to PTO mode:
1. Stop the vehicle.
2. Engage the parking brakes.
3. Shift the transmission into Neutral “N.”
4. Shift the split shaft to PTO mode.
5. Shift the transmission into the desired drive range position.
6. Apply throttle as required.
PTO mode to road mode:
1. Shift the transmission into Neutral “N.”
2. Shift the split shaft to road mode.
3. Release the parking brake.
4. Resume normal driving procedures.
CAUTION: Inadvertent shift may cause vehicle movement or unexpected engagement of PTO.
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Split Shaft and Gear Box Specifications
Model No.

Horsepower at
500 RPM

1000 RPM

Intermittent
Approximate
Torque Rating
Weight
PTO Shaft

Lube
Capacity

Liters

2442F

23.5

47.0

250 Lbs-ft

69 Lbs.

1.5 pt.

.71

2442L

23.5

47.0

250 Lbs-ft

69 Lbs.

1.5 pt.

.71

2442Q

21.4

42.8

225 Lbs-ft

69 Lbs.

1.5 pt.

.71

2442R

21.4

42.8

225 Lbs-ft

69 Lbs.

1.5 pt.

.71

2442S

19.0

38.0

200 Lbs-ft

69 Lbs.

1.5 pt.

.71

2442U

18.6

37.2

195 Lbs-ft

69 Lbs.

1.5 pt.

.71

2442W

16.7

33.4

175 Lbs-ft

69 Lbs.

1.5 pt.

.71

2442X

13.2

26.5

140 Lbs-ft

69 Lbs.

.71

901•

500 Lbs-ft

185 Lbs.

912•

*

130 Lbs.

1.5 pt.
3.0 qt.
horizontal
2.5 qt.
vertical
25 oz.
less PTO

941•

**

60 Lbs.

2.25 pt.

2.83
2.36
.74
1.06

• For allowable split shaft input torque, please consult the chart on page 7
.
* The 912 has 3 eight bolt PTO openings on it. For correct PTO applications please consult your HY25-3000/US
catalog.
** The 941 has 2 six bolt PTO openings on it. For correct PTO applications please consult your HY25-3000/US
catalog.
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Horsepower-Torque-RPM Conversion Chart

To find the Torque. Given: 100 HP at 1750 RPM
Then: with a straight edge on HP scale at 100 (Left Side) and on RPM scale at 1750.
Find Answer on T scale = 300 foot pounds torque (Middle).
Formula: HP x 5252 = T Foot Pounds Torque
RPM
To find the HP. Given: 3 pounds feet torque at 1750 RPM
Then: with a straight edge on the T scale at 3 (Middle) and on the RPM scale at 1750.
Find Answer on the HP scale = 1 Horsepower (Left Side)
Formula: T x RPM = HP Horsepower
RPM

1000

10
9
8
7
6

500

5

400

4

300

3

250

2.5

200

2

150

1.5

100

1
.9
.8
.7
.6

70
50

.5

40
35
30

.4
.35

25

.25

20

.2

.3

15
10

.1

HP
Horsepower
Scale

200,000

2000

30

100,000

1000

40

50,000
40,000
30,000

500
400
300

20,000

200

10,000

100

50
60
70
80
90
100

150
5000
4000
3000

50
40
30

2000

20

1000

10

500
400
300

5
4
3

200

2

100

1

50
40
30

.5
.4
.3

20

.2

200

300
400
500
600
700
800
900
1000

1500

T
Torque
Foot Pounds Scale
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2000
3000

RPM
Revolutions
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Power Take-Off Maintenance
Due to the normal and sometime severe torsional vibrations that Power Take-Off units experience, operators
should follow a set maintenance schedule for inspections. Failure to service loose bolts or Power Take Off leaks
could result in potential auxiliary Power Take-Off or transmission damage.
Periodic PTO MAINTENANCE is required by the owner/operator to ensure proper, safe and trouble free operation.
Daily:

Check all air, hydraulic and working mechanisms before operating PTO Perform maintenance as
required.

Monthly: Inspect for possible leaks and tighten all air, hydraulic and mounting hardware, if necessary.
Torque all bolts, nuts, etc. to Chelsea specifications. Ensure that splines are properly lubricated,
if applicable. Perform maintenance as required.
With regards to the direct mounted pump splines, the PTO requires the application of a specially formulated antifretting, high pressure, high temperature grease. The addition of the grease has been proven to reduce the
effects of the torsional vibrations, which result in fretting corrosion on the PTO internal splines as well as the
pump external splines. Fretting corrosion appears as a “rusting and wearing” of the pump shaft splines. Severe
duty applications, which require long PTO running times and high torque may require more frequent regreasing.
Applications such as Utility Trucks that run continuously and are lightly loaded also require frequent regreasing
due to the sheer hours of running time. It is important to note that service intervals will vary for each and every
application and is the responsibility of the end user of the product. Chelsea also recommends that you consult
your pump owners manuals and technical services for their maintenance guidelines. Fretting corrosion is
caused by many factors and without proper maintenance; the anti-fretting grease can only reduce its effects
on components.
Chelsea offers the grease to our customers in two packages. The first is a 5/8 fluid ounce tube (379688), which
is included with every applicable PTO, and the second is a 14-ounce grease cartridge (379831). Chelsea also
offers greaseable shafts for select output designators.
Warranty: Failure to comply entirely with the provisions set forth in the appropriate
Owner’s Manual will result in voiding of ALL Warranty consideration.
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Application Data for Installation of a Split Shaft
Split Shaft Through Torque Ratings
The torque capacity of the Chelsea Split Shaft units is limited by either the engine capacity or the vehicle wheel
skid conditions. To correctly choose a split shaft model for a given application, the maximum torque from the
engine, and the maximum torque due to wheel conditions, should be calculated. The limiting value obtained by
these calculations should then be compared with the charted split shaft torque capacity.
Formula
Maximum Through Torque From the Engine
1. Maximum Torque From the Engine = Maximum Net Engine Torque X Manual Transmission Low Gear Ratio X
85% Efficiency
2. For an automatic transmission, the maximum torque from the engine should be taken from the enginetransmission performance curve stall torque value. This information is generally available from the
manufacturer of the automatic transmission.
Maximum Torque Due to Wheel Skid Conditions
3. Maximum Lbs-ft of Torque = GVW x f x RAD
				
12 x AR
Where: GVW = maximum gross vehicle weight on the rear wheels only
		
f
= coefficient of friction
		
RAD = tire loaded rolling radius (inches)
		
AR = axle ratio
Based on past experience, the coefficients of friction used have been:
			
			

f
f

= 0.8 for on-highway service (dry pavement)
= 0.5 for off-highway service

These are generally used values but if information is available for a specific application, the appropriate coefficient
of friction can be used.
Split Shaft Through Torque Capacity
Split
Shaft
Model

Shaft
Outside
Diameter

901
912
941

1-3/4"
2-3/4"
1-1/2"

Maximum Nominal Torque Rating (Lbs-ft)
Diesel Engine
Gas Engine
Automatic
Transmission

Manual
Transmission

Automatic
Transmission

Manual
Transmission

3,300
13,000
3,100

3,100
12,000
2,900

4,200
16,000
4,200

3,900
15,000
3,900

Service Factor Chart
Duty
Extra Light
Light
Heavy
Extra Heavy

Vehicle Description

Service Factor

Light Vehicle on Highway
Light Vehicle off Highway
Heavy Vehicle on Highway
Heavy Vehicle off Highway

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3

The allowable split shaft torque can be calculated using the above charted values and the following equation:
Allowable Split Shaft Torque = Maximum Nominal Torque Rating
			
Application Service Factor
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Lubrication Information

To ensure proper lubrication and operating temperatures in these units, it is most important that the proper
lubricants be used and that correct oil levels be maintained.
Recommended Lubricants
The following lubricants are recommended, in order of preference, for use in all Chelsea Split Shafts and Gear
Boxes.
Models 901, 912, 941, and 2442
Temperature

Grade

Type

Above 0°F

SAE 30, 40, or 50

Heavy Duty Engine Oil Meeting Spec

Below 0°F

SAE 30

MIL-L-2104B or MIL-L-45199 Series 3

Above 0°F

SAE 90

Straight Mineral Gear Oil

Below 0°F

SAE 80

Do Not Use Extreme Pressure Additives, such as found in multi-purpose or rear axle type lubricants. These
additives are not required in our split shafts and gear boxes, and they may in some cases create transmission
problems. Multi-purpose oils, as a group, have relatively poor oxidation stability, a high rate of sludge formation
and a greater tendency to react on or corrode the steel and bronze parts.
Oil Changes
We recommend an initial oil change and flush after the split shaft is placed in actual service. This change should
be made any time following 1,000 miles, but never to exceed 4,000 miles, of over-the-road service. In off-highway
use, the change should be made after 24 and before 100 hours of service have elapsed. There are many factors
that influence the following oil change periods, and we have not specified a definite mileage interval.
In general, it is suggested that a drain and flush period be scheduled every 20,000 miles for normal over-thehighway operations. Off-the-highway usually requires an oil change every 30 days. The oil level in the split
shaft should be checked every 2,000 miles on-highway, or every 24 hours in off-highway operation. When it is
necessary to add oil, we recommend that types or brands of oil not be mixed. The correct oil level in all Chelsea
Split Shafts is established by the filler plug opening.
Refill—First, remove all dirt around the filler plug. Then refill with new oil of a grade recommended for the existing
season and prevailing service.
Overfilling
Do not overfill the gear box or split shaft. Overfilling usually results in oil breakdown due to excessive heat and
aeration from the churning action of the gears. Early breakdown of the oil will result in heavy varnish and sludge
deposits that plug up oil ports and buildup on splines and bearings. Overflow of oil usually escapes onto clutch or
parking brakes, causing additional trouble.
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Installation Instructions – Split Shaft

Split shaft Power Take-Offs are installed into the vehicle driveline. This requires cutting and reworking driveshafts.
No attempt will be made here to list driveline fabrication or rework procedures. For answers to specific questions,
contact the Drivetrain Service Division. Listed are the necessities for a good Power Take-Off installation that will
run quietly and without vibration. The unit itself should be suspended from a rubber isolated crossmember and will
replace the center bearing for the driveline. Grade 8-Bolts should be used for all fastenings.
1. Front—a short coupled joint connecting the transmission to the split shaft should be installed so as to permit
equal joint angles of less than 3°.
Rear—A two joint assembly connecting the split shaft to the rear axle should be installed so as to permit
equal joint angles of less than 5° to ensure the best performance. The joint angles should be kept within a
minimum of 1° to 3°.
Front & Rear—the two joint assembly at the front and rear should be installed so as to permit equal joint
angles of less than 5°.
2. Determine a suitable location for crossmembers for mounting the split shaft. Raise or lower or move the split
shaft front or rear as required to reduce the joint angles to a minimum but not less than 1°.
3. Align the split shaft with the transmission and rear axle.
A. For the best installation and optimum performance, the input and output shafts of the split shaft should be
parallel respectively within 1° to the main shaft of the transmission and the pinion shaft of the axle.
B. With the shafts parallel, the joint angles should be in one plane only. Make sure the offset in the horizontal
or vertical planes will provide for equal joint angles of less than 3° with a short coupled joint or less than 5°
with a two joint assembly.
4. Excessive angles result in a loss of speed and power. The figures shown below are approximate and any
angle less than those shown will provide a better installation.
Speed

True Joint Operating Angle

5,000 RPM

3° 15'

4,000 RPM

4° 15'

3,000 RPM

5° 50'

Slight angles of 1° in each joint are necessary for the circulation of the needles.
5. The front and rear shafts should be assembled, straightened, and balanced before installation.
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Installation of Split Shaft
Model 901 Split Shaft Installation Drawings
Vertical Mounting

SPICER 1500 SERIES
RECTANGULAR FLANGE

34"

DRAIN AND OIL
LEVEL HOLES

1511/32"
103/4"
33/8"

3

/4"-10NC
SPICER 1410 SERIES
RECTANGULAR FLANGE

9
/16"-12NC
DRIVE SHAFT ANGLE TO
COINCIDE WITH ANGLE
GIVEN IN BODY
BUILDERS
BRAKE
LAYOUT BOOK
ENGAGED

SPICER 1500
SERIES FLANGE
BRAKE
DISENGAGED

Horizontal Mounting

BEARING CAP MUST
BE ROTATED UNTIL
THE BREATHER IS IN
THE UP POSITION

SHIFTER COVER
MAY BE ROTATED
IN INCREMENTS OF
90 DEGREES FOR
POSITION DESIRED

/4"- 10NC

3

51/2"

OPTIONAL
MOUNTING
HOLES

Horizontal Mounting

TOTAL
SHIFT 21/16"
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Model 901 Split Shaft Dimensional Drawings

10.50"
[266.7]

7.50"
[190.5]

7.50"
[190.5]

15.29"
[388.37]
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Installation of Split Shaft
Model 912 Split Shaft Installation Drawing

4.06"
[103.12]

15°

A

4.06"
[103.12]

As with any geared system, it is important to fill the 912 Series split shaft unit to the proper fill level with the
recommended lube. Failure to fill to the proper oil level may result in premature failure, excessive heat or oil
blowing out the breather.
When filling the 912 Series split shaft with one, two or three PTOs attached, fill until the oil runs out of fill plug “A”
on the right side of the 912 housing. Side mount PTOs installed on 912 split shaft units need to be mounted bulge
down for adequate lubrication. The volume of oil will vary with different PTO models and combinations.
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Model 912 Split Shaft Dimensional Drawing
7.25"
[184.15]
3.62"
[91.95]
.656"
[16.66]

TRUNNION
NO. 328799- 3X REF.

6.47"
[164.34]

11.60"
[294.64]
20.36"
[517.14]
5.12"
[130.5]

.625"-11" UNC- 2B TH’D

10.71"
[272.03]
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Model 941 Split Shaft Installation Drawings

6.07"
[154.20]

15°
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Model 941 Split Shaft Dimensional Drawings

2.42"
[61.47]

12.88"
[327.15]
3.00"
[76.20]

9.21"
[233.93]

3.83"
[97.28]

5.80"
[147.32]
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Installation of a Gear Box

Installation Instructions – Gear Boxes Models 2442
Gear boxes are installed very similarly to split shaft Power Take-Offs. The differences are that the gear box
is driven from a Power Take-Off rather than the transmission main shaft, and the gear box drives a piece of
equipment rather than the rear axle. Installation of a gear box requires fabrication of new shafts rather than
cutting into the existing driveline. Listed are the necessities for a good gear box installation which are basically
the same as those required for a good split shaft Power Take-Off installation. The unit itself is mounted on a plate
which must be mounted to a sturdy support on the vehicle. Rubber isolation of the unit is important to prevent
transmitting vibrations throughout the vehicle. Then follow the steps below:
1. Front - The short coupled joint connecting the Power Take-Off to the gear box should be installed so as to
permit equal joint angles of less than 3°.
Rear - The two joint assembly connecting the gear box to the driven equipment should be installed so as to
permit equal joint angles of less than 5°. To ensure the best performance, the joint angles should be kept
within a minimum of 1° to 3°.
Front & Rear - The two joint assemblies at the front and rear should be installed so as to permit equal joint
angles of less than 5°.
2. Determine a suitable location for mounting the gear box. Raise or lower or move the gear box front or rear as
required to reduce the joint angles to a minimum, but not less than 1°.
3. Align the gear box with the Power Take-Off and driven equipment.
A. For the best installation and optimum performance, the input and output shafts of the gear box should
be parallel respectively with 1° to the output shaft of the Power Take-Off and the input shaft of the driven
equipment.
B. With the shafts parallel, the joint angles should be in one plane only. Make sure the offset in the horizontal
or vertical planes will provide for equal joint angles of less than 3° with a short coupled joint or less than 5°
with a two joint assembly.
4. Excessive angles result in a loss of speed and power. The figures shown below are approximate and any
angles less than those shown will provide a better installation.
Speed

True Joint Operating Angle

5,000 RPM

3° 15'

4,000 RPM

4° 15'

3,000 RPM

5° 50'

Slight angles of 1° in each joint are necessary to permit circulation of the needles.
5. If at all possible, the shafts front and rear should be assembled, straightened, and balanced. The various
models of gear boxes offer three (or several) types of shifters. Wire shift is installed identically to a six bolt
Power Take-Off installation. Linkage for lever controls must be designed and fabricated by the installer. Air shift
plumbing is shown in the typical sketches on pages 30-31 for a single acting air shift.
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Breather Hose Installation

When installing a breather hose assembly on a gear box or split shaft, the top of the vent assembly must be at least
12 inches above the unit as shown in (Fig. 1). (Fig. 2) shows an incorrect installation. When installing any vent
assembly, make sure it is in the upright position.

Correct
12.00" MIN
(305 mm) MIN.

Fig. 1

Incorrect

Fig. 2
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PTO to Split Shaft
Application Questions for Installation of a PTO to Split Shaft
Specifying and mounting a PTO to the 912 & 914 Split Shaft
is accomplished the same as on a transmission. There are
certain application questions and installation procedures that
you should follow. The next three pages will take you through
these steps.
1. What is the make and model of your transmission?
2. Which PTO opening will be used?
3. What accessory is to be driven?
4. How much horsepower is required to drive the accessory?

SAE 6-Bolt

5. What is the required rotation of the PTO?
6. What is the required PTO output shaft speed as a
percent of engine speed?
7. What is the required method of shifting the PTO – cable,
lever or air?
Once all the answers to these questions have been
determined, a transmission mounted PTO can be selected to
meet the horsepower, speed, and rotation that you require.
Having made the selection of a PTO, you are ready to start
the installation.

SAE 8-Bolt
Standard SAE Power Take-Off Apertures

DRIVE GEAR TO FRONT

PTO Drive Gear Location
The standard location for the PTO drive gear in the
transmission is 1/2" to the front or 1/2" to the rear of the
vertical center line.

PTO
Driver Gear
on right
side of
transmission

PTO
Driver Gear
on left
side of
transmission

DRIVE GEAR TO REAR
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Mounting PTO to Split Shaft for 6 or 8-Bolt Applications
1. Drain the oil from the transmission, and remove the PTO
aperture cover plate (Fig. 3).
2. Discard the cover plate and cover plate gasket. Clean the
aperture pad using a putty knife or wire brush (Fig. 4).
NOTE: Stuff a rag in the aperture opening to prevent dirt from
entering the transmission while you are cleaning it.
3. Using your hand, rock the PTO drive gear in the transmission
(Fig. 5) and the driven gear in the PTO assembly (Fig. 6).
Rocking the gears provides two important factors.

Fig. 3

A. It shows you the amount of backlash that has been
designed into each unit.
B. It is helpful in establishing the proper backlash when
installing the PTO.
4. Install the proper studs in the PTO aperture pad using a stud
driver (Fig. 7).

Fig. 4

5. Where holes are tapped through the transmission case, use
Permatex or an equivalent to prevent leaks.
NOTE: Avoid contact of Permatex with automatic transmission
fluid in automatics. Always check to be sure the studs do not
interfere with transmission gears.

Fig. 5

Fig. 6

Fig. 7
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Mounting PTO to Split Shaft (Continued)
6. Install the six or eight studs until the shoulder of the stud is
flush with the transmission mounting surface (Fig. 8).
CAUTION: Over tightening of studs or running the shoulder
past the transmission mounting surface may damage the stud
and/or transmission threads.
7. Place the correct number of gaskets over the studs
(Fig. 9). Do not use Permatex between gaskets because you
may want to add or subtract gaskets to obtain the proper
backlash.
• When mounting a PTO, use gaskets between all mounting
surfaces.

Fig. 8

• Do not stack more than 3 gaskets together.
• Usually one thick gasket .020" (.50 mm) will be required.
• Remember the lubricant in the transmission also
lubricates the PTO. Therefore, at least one gasket must
always be used on either side of filler blocks, adapter
assemblies, or adapter plates. More gaskets may be
required when establishing proper backlash.
8. Secure PTO to the transmission. The 220 Series must
always have a copper washer under its one capscrew head
which goes through the inside of the housing (Fig. 10).

Fig. 9

9. Fasten the PTO to the transmission. Torque the 6 bolt to
30-35 Lbs-ft [41-47 Nm] and the 8-Bolt to
45-50 Lbs-ft [61-68 Nm] (Fig. 11).

Fig. 10

Fig. 11
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Checking Backlash

To check for proper backlash on PTO with shift cover:
1. Remove the PTO shift housing and/or inspection
plate.
2. Mount the dial indicator so that it registers movement
in the input gear (driven gear) of the PTO (Fig. 12).
NOTE: For the proper location of the dial indicator’s
contact point. (Two common types of dial indicators are
shown.) (Fig. 13)
3. Hold the PTO driver gear in the transmission with
a screwdriver or bar, and rock the PTO input gear
(driven gear) back and forth with your hand. Note the
total movement on the dial indicator.
Fig. 12

4. Establish backlash at .006"-.012" (.15 mm-.30 mm)
by adding or subtracting gaskets.
NOTE: For any additional information on hooking up
the shifter or installation of the PTO, please consult the
Owner’s Manual included with the unit.
General rule - A Chelsea .010" gasket will change
backlash approximately .006." A .020" gasket
changes backlash approximately .012."

.006
.012 POINTER
INDICATES
SIDE MOVEMENT

.006
.012
BACKLASH

HOLD
TRANS.
PTO DRIVE
GEAR
TRANSMISSION

.006
.012
PTO INPUT
GEAR

ALTERNATE
INDICATORS

.006
.012 PLUNGER
TYPE
POINTER
INDICATES
DEPTH

GASKET PACK
AS REQ’D.

PTO CASE

Fig. 13
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Installation Instructions

912 Series Split Shaft – Top Mounted 880 w/ Self-Lube Option
1. Drain split shaft oil at drain plug (A). Filter or screen oil & reuse if desired.
2. Remove top split shaft aperture cover plate at (B) or air shift Assembly (C) & reassemble to either side of split
shaft in place of shipping cover. Install PTO on split shaft & set backlash at .006" to .012". (See page 23 for
checking proper backlash.)
3. Install copper gasket (D), screened strain plug (E) & 90° elbow (F) in place of drain plug at (A). Also install
pressure lube hose (G) between elbow (F) and pump (H). (Use pipe sealant on all pipe threads.)
4. Fill split shaft with filtered, screened or new oil at fill plug (J), until oil reaches plug level, then reinstall plug.
5. Finish PTO & split shaft installation per owner’s manual. Also install shaft and/or pump to be driven by PTO.
6. After brief PTO operation, remove fill plug (J), add oil until it reaches plug level, then reinstall plug.
IMPORTANT: Lube pump (H) must rotate clockwise (engine rotation) as view from front of vehicle.

H

B
C

J

G

D

A
F
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Cable Control Installation Instructions*
1. Find a suitable area on the dash to install the cable control (328346-10X) and the control plate (68-P-18)
indicator light.
Optional Location: As an option the control cable and knob can be located through floor. Using this option the
control plate and indicator light should still be located on dash, in close proximity.
NOTE: The location of the cable control and the control plate should be as close to each other as possible and
easily accessible by the driver or operator, but should not be an obstacle to driver movement nor interfere with
other controls, instruments, or equipment.
2. CAUTION: Before drilling any holes, make sure there is adequate room on both sides through dash wall, drill
a 1/2" (.5") diameter hole for the control cable [1].
3. Install the control cable on the dash using the hex nuts supplied with the cable. The knob can then be screwed
into place [2]. The length of cable can then run through the firewall and back to the PTO — making sure it is
kept away from the exhaust, moving parts, etc.
NOTE: Do not kink the cable. In order for the cable to operate properly, there can be no bends smaller than 6 inch
radius. Total bends in the cable should not exceed 360° (example - four 90° bends in cable).

4. Using the template found on page 34 (SK-168) drill the necessary
holes for the control plate-indicator light.
5. Install the control plate (68-P-18) stick on decal and indicator light
on the dash using the hardware supplied in the 328751-1X
installation kit (Fig. 14).

* All six bolt wire shifts with the exception of the reversible, dual shift
units, and some gear boxes.

Fig. 14
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Cable Control Installation Instructions (Continued)
6. Determine from which direction the cable must come in order for the unit to be disengaged when the knob is
all the way in.
NOTE: The shifter must always be installed in the following manner:
*CABLE IN: PTO DISENGAGED(6A): OUT OF GEAR POSITION
		
		
CABLE OUT: PTO ENGAGED(6B): IN GEAR POSITION

* The wire shift cable should be installed so that when the cable (knob) is pushed all the way in, the PTO has
also moved the full travel of the PTO shifter, to the disengaged mode.
7. Install the wire control bracket found in either the 328380X or 328380-1X wire control parts bag [7].
8. Line the cable up with the wire control bracket and shifter lever (disengaged position) on the PTO cover
assembly [8].
NOTE: It may be necessary to change the position of the shifter lever on the PTO To do this, remove the shifter
cover from the unit. This will prevent the possible loss of the poppet and/or spring into the transmission if the shifter
post assembly should be pushed through the cover when reinstalling the lever.
9. Shift the PTO to the engaged position to see how much of the cable casing must be cut to allow the lever
enough travel to shift in and out completely. The casing need only go just beyond the bracket, whereas, the
wire must be long enough to go through the swivel pin in the shifter lever [9].
NOTE: In some instances the cable control may not be long enough. Chelsea has available four longer lengths
than the standard ten-foot cable. These come in five foot increments (i.e., 328346-15X = 15-foot cable).
10. When the length of the casing has been determined, pull the wire back through until the case can be cut
without cutting the wire. Use a hacksaw or heavy pair of side cutters to cut the casing.
NOTE: The cable can be held by a bench vise as long as the jaws are not tightened to the point where the case
mushrooms. If a vise is not accessible, a pair of vise grips will do the job.
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Cable Control Installation Instructions* (Continued)

7
8
9

11. Push the wire back through and install the cable using the hardware from the previously mentioned wire
control parts bag (328380X).
12. Cut the excess wire after the cable casing and wire have been installed and tightened.

* All six bolt wire shifts with the exception of the reversible, dual shift units, and some gear boxes.
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(SK-286 Rev H)

Cable Control Installation Instructions* (Continued)

NOTE: All Wires and
Cables Must be Clear
of Heat Sources and
Moving Parts

ø.750 (For Drill Size)
379640
Booted Connector
Normally
Off
or

Normally
On

68-P-18
Control Plate
378978 (12/24 Volt)
Indicator Light

380515
Indicator Switch
White Nylon
Nomally Off

379640
Booted Connector

379252 Butt Connector

379252
Butt Connector

Battery

379900
Fuse Holder Ass’y
w/ 10 AMP Fuse

379652
Indicator Switch
Black Plastic
Normally On

CAUTION: Indicator switches are capable of 0.5 amps maximum.
NOTE: All wires and cables must be clear of heat source and moving parts.
13. Shift the PTO to ensure enough casing has been removed to allow full gear engagement.
14. Install the wiring for the indicator light using the schematic above (SK-286 Rev G).
NOTE: Check both the cable and indicator light wires to be certain that they are not near the exhaust system or
any moving parts. Carefully fasten to stationary parts of the vehicle if necessary.
15. Shift the PTO The following should be adhered to:
[15A] CABLE IN: PTO DISENGAGED: LIGHT OUT
[15B] CABLE OUT: PTO ENGAGED: LIGHT ON
NOTE: The PTO should be checked for continuity as per the instructions in this manual.
NOTE: Cable must be rigidly mounted-possibly to the transmission within 12-24" of the PTO.

* All six bolt wire shifts with the exception of the reversible, dual shift units, and some gear boxes.
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Cable Control Installation Instructions (Continued)
(Reversibles, dual shift units, and some gear boxes)
1. Use steps #1-#5 from previous instructions.
2. In step #6 the cable can come from either direction since the PTO will always be engaged when all the way in
or out.
3. Follow step #7 and #8.
4. In step #9 shift the PTO from forward to reverse or vice versa to determine the amount of travel needed and
the length of casing to be cut.
5. Follow step #10-#14.
6. Step #15 will show the folding:
CABLE IN: PTO ENGAGED: LIGHT ON [15A]
CABLE OUT (1st position): PTO DISENGAGED: LIGHT OUT [15B]
CABLE OUT (2nd position): PTO ENGAGED: LIGHT ON [15C]

15B
15C

15A
2

1

Dash Wall or Optional Floor Location

328346-10X Wire Control Cable
Shift Assembly
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CAUTION: When installing nylon tubing avoid sharp angles, exhaust and manifold systems.

WARNING: Connect directly to the air supply. Do not use tubing between the air supply and the
pressure protection valve.

Note Direction
of Arrows

379640
Booted Connector

379252
Butt Connector

Battery or
Ignition

500376-6
Hex Nut
4 Places

500357-7
Lockwasher
4 Places

(SK-462)

379130
Valve Bracket
2 Places

329648X
Valve Assembly

Shift Option A
2442 Series Gear Box

Air
Supply

379042
Male Connector

379044-7
Nylon Tubing

Black
Wire

Red Wire

500448-9
Slotted Screw
4 Places

379900
Fuse Holder Assy
w/10 Amp Fuse

75-P-13
Indicator Light

NOTE: When this installation is used on vehicles
with automatic transmissions the P.T.O .drive must
be stopped before shifting.

Air Shift Installation Sketches

378416
Hex Nipple

378414
Pressure Protection Valve
Opens at 60-70 PSI

379904
Shifter
Push Connect

328388-98X Installation Kit
See SK-204 Drilling Template for Control Plate

Bulletin HY25-1901-M1/US
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Air Shift Installation Sketches
Shift Option A
901, 912, and 941 Split Shafts

(SK-276 Rev M)
CHELSEA P.T.O.

328388-61X Installation Kit
379130 Mounting
Bracket (2 places)

INDIC
DOES
P.T..
IF LI
CHECK

68-P-28 Name Plate
328864X
Valve Assembly

IN

OUT

CAUTION: DISENGAGE CLUTCH BEFORE SHIFTING

Port 2
2

500376-6
Hex Nut
(4 pieces)
378414 Pressure Protection Valve
Opens at 60-70 PSI

500448-9X
Slotted Screw
(4 pieces)

500357-7
Lockwasher
(4 pieces)

1

Port 1

379042 Male Conncector
(6 pieces)

AIR
SUPPLY
379044-6
Nylon Tubing

378416 Hex Nipple

378978
Indicator Light

379252
Butt Connector

NOTE: Direction of Arrows

379252
Butt Connector
379640
Booted
Connector

379900 Fuse
Holder Ass’y

Connect To Engage
Port on PTO

Connect To Disengage
Switch on PTO
Battery or Ignition

Connect To Indicator Switch on PTO

329254-16
Engage / Disengage Port
NOTE: Engage Port Always
on Side Opposite PTO Input
Gear

Disengage Port

912 Series

Engage Port

901 Series
Indicator Switch
PORT LOCATIONS For 941 Series
(Two Piston Style)

Indicator Switch
Indicator
Switch

Disengage Port

PORT LOCATIONS For 941 Series
Engage Port
(Dual-Acting Style)

WARNING: Connect directly to the air supply. Do not use tubing between the air supply and the pressure
protection valve.
Caution: When installing nylon tubing avoid sharp angles, exhaust and manifold systems.
Important: When this installation is used on vehicles with automatic transmissions, the PTO drive gear must be
stopped before shifting.
NOTE: Tube nut is reusable as long as nylon tubing is not removed from the tube nut.
NOTE: The template for the control plate is on pages 33-35
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Dash Drilling Templates

Dash Drilling Template for 2442 Series Gear Box Air Shift Control

(SK-204 Rev C)

3.688"
1.312"
2.500"
1.250"

.219"

2.000"
1.250"

.625"

.750"

1.750"
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Dash Drilling Templates

Dash Drilling Template for 901, 912, and 941 Split Shafts Air Shift Controls (SK-204 Rev C)

3.688"
1.312"
1.750"
.875"

.219"

2.688"

2.000"

.625"
1.344"

.750"

1.750"
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Dash Drilling Templates

Dash Drilling Template for Wire and Lever Controls

3.468"
[88.11]

(SK-168 Rev A)

1.734"
[44.04]

.906"
[23.01]
1.812"
[46.02]

.750" Dia
[19.10]
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Indicator Light Installation

(SK-286 Rev H)

For wire and lever shift option on the 901, 912, 931, 941 and 2442 gear boxes.

NOTE: All Wires and
Cables Must be Clear
of Heat Sources and
Moving Parts

ø.750 (For Drill Size)
379640
Booted Connector
Normally
Off
or

Normally
On

68-P-18
Control Plate
378978 (12/24 Volt)
Indicator Light

380515
Indicator Switch
White Nylon
Nomally Off

379640
Booted Connector

379252 Butt Connector

379252
Butt Connector

Battery

379900
Fuse Holder Ass’y
w/ 10 AMP Fuse

379652
Indicator Switch
Black Plastic
Normally On
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Continuity Check
Indicator Switches

In order to ensure that the switch is functioning properly, the
following procedure can be used with the unit on a bench,
or installed.
1. Use a continuity checker, battery type, either meter or
light. Attach one (1) probe to the screw on the Indicator
Switch.
NOTE: Make sure Indicator Switches in the PTO shifter or
housing are torqued to 10-15 (1.38-2.07 kg meters).
2. With the other probe, make contact with the shifter
cover or housing (Fig. 15).
3. Actuate shifting device and the meter or light* should
be actuated when PTO gear is engaged (Fig. 16).

Fig. 15

4. Shift unit out of gear and the meter or light* should
return to normal as shown.
This test procedure can be used to check Chelsea wire,
lever, and air shifter covers, although an air source would
be necessary for the latter.
* If a meter is not available the light in the 328751-1X can
be used. A six volt battery is all that is necessary for a
power source.

Fig. 16

CAUTION: Indicator switches are capable of 0.5 amps maximum.
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Driver Training: One of the major causes of bearing and gear failures in the auxiliary unit is poor driving habits.
Drivers should be taught to always use the Lo Speed or reductions available in the auxiliary unit and keep the
front box in the higher ratios not vice versa.
Worn and pitted gears, as well as worn and pitted bearings are usually caused by excessive use of the auxiliary
overdrive gears with the main box in lower gear ratios.
Broken teeth in the auxiliary unit are usually caused by drivers trying to start their vehicles with the auxiliary unit
in the high ratio while the big reduction is made in the front box. Frogging or quick release of clutch gives a jump
start which is also noted for breaking teeth.
Noisy Operation: Noise is usually very elusive and generally not the fault of the auxiliary; therefore, mechanics
should road test to determine if the driver’s complaint of noise is actually in the auxiliary. Remember that auxiliary
units act as sounding boxes and in numerous instances, drivers have insisted that the noise was in the auxiliary.
However, investigations revealed the noise to be caused by one of the following conditions:
A.
B.
C.
D.
E.
F.
G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M.
N.
O.
P.

Fan out of balance or bent blades.
Defective vibration dampers.
Crankshafts out of balance.
Flywheels out of balance.
Flywheels mounting bolts loose.
Engine rough at idle producing rattle in gear train.
Clutch assembly out of balance.
Engine mounts loose or broken.
PTO gear not fully engaged or housing not properly shimmed.
Universal joints worn out.
Propeller shafts out of balance.
Universal joint angles out of plane or at an excessive angle.
Center bearings in driveline dry, not mounted properly, etc.
Wheels out of balance.
Tire treads humming or vibrating at certain speeds.
Air leaks on suction side of induction system—especially with turbo-chargers.

Mechanics should try to locate and eliminate noise by means other than auxiliary removal, or overhaul. However, if
the noise appears to be in the auxiliary, try to break it down into the following classifications. If possible, determine
what position the gear shift lever is in when the noise occurs. If the noise is evident in only one gear position, the
cause of the noise is generally traceable to the gears in operation.
A. Growling and humming or, more serious, a grinding noise. These noises are caused by worn, chipped,
rough, or cracked gears. As gears continue to wear, the grinding noise will be noticeable, particularly in the
gear position that throws the greatest load on the worn gear.
B. Hissing or, more serious, a thumping or bumping type noise. Hissing noises can be caused by bad
bearings. As bearings wear and retainers start to break up, etc., the noise could change to a thumping or
bumping.
C. Metallic rattles within the auxiliary usually result from a variety of conditions. Engine torsional vibrations are
transmitted to the transmission through the clutch, which may be amplified and transmitted to the auxiliary
through the connecting propeller shaft. In heavy duty equipment, clutch discs with vibration dampers are
not used, so a rattle, particularly in neutral, is common with diesel equipment. In general, engine speeds
should be 600 RPM or above to eliminate objectionable rattles and vibration during the idle. Always leave
the main box in neutral and the auxiliary unit in gear when idling. A defective or faulty injector would cause
a rough or lower idle speed and a rattle in the auxiliary. Rattle could also be caused by excessive backlash
in PTO unit mounting.
D. Improper lubricants or lack of lubricant can produce noises. Auxiliaries with low oil levels sometimes run
hotter than normal, as there is insufficient lubricant to cool and cover the gears.
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E. Squealing, particularly when the auxiliary is operating at higher speeds, could be caused by one of the
free running gears seizing on the thrust face or fluted diameter temporarily and then letting go. In general,
a mild seizure will clear itself up and the auxiliary will continue to operate satisfactorily without this defect
being known. See “G.”
F. Gear seizure at High Speed, usually accompanied with a loud squealing noise, is readily apparent to the
driver, since the truck will suddenly slow down as if the brakes were being applied. If the truck continues
to move ahead, even though the gear shift lever is placed in neutral, it would indicate the floating gear
on the main shaft had seized. Depressing the clutch should interrupt the driving torque. The seized gear
could be checked quite readily by depressing the clutch and checking the action with the gear shift lever
progressively in all shift positions. If releasing the clutch tends to kill the engine, then this gear position
has not seized. In other words, the auxiliary would be in two gears at the same time. By a process of
elimination, the gear at fault can be readily identified. See “G.”
G. Vibration. Gear seizures on thrust faces or fluted diameters are usually caused by vibrations in the power
train. This could be engine, propeller shafts, joint angles, rear axles, differentials, etc.
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Offer of Sale
A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. SELLER DOES NOT WARRANT
THAT THE SOFTWARE IS ERROR-FREE OR FAULT-TOLERANT,
OR THAT BUYER’S USE THEREOF WILL BE SECURE OR
UNINTERRUPTED. UNLESS OTHERWISE AUTHORIZED IN
WRITING BY SELLER, THE SOFTWARE SHALL NOT BE USED
IN CONNECTION WITH HAZARDOUS OR HIGH RISK ACTIVITIES
OR ENVIRONMENTS. EXCEPT AS EXPRESSLY STATED HEREIN,
ALL PRODUCTS ARE PROVIDED “AS IS”.
6. Claims; Commencement of Actions. Buyer shall promptly
inspect all Products upon receipt. No claims for shortages will be
allowed unless reported to Seller within ten (10) days of delivery.
Buyer shall notify Seller of any alleged breach of warranty within
thirty (30) days after the date the non-conformance is or should
have been discovered by Buyer. Any claim or action against Seller
based upon breach of contract or any other theory, including tort,
negligence, or otherwise must be commenced within twelve (12)
months from the date of the alleged breach or other alleged event,
without regard to the date of discovery.
7. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY. IN THE EVENT OF A BREACH
OF WARRANTY, SELLER WILL, AT ITS OPTION, REPAIR OR
REPLACE THE NON-CONFORMING PRODUCT, RE-PERFORM
THE SERVICES, OR REFUND THE PURCHASE PRICE PAID
WITHIN A REASONABLE PERIOD OF TIME. IN NO EVENT IS
SELLER LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL
OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES INCLUDING ANY LOSS OF
REVENUE OR PROFITS, WHETHER BASED IN CONTRACT, TORT
OR OTHER LEGAL THEORY. IN NO EVENT SHALL SELLER'S
LIABILITY UNDER ANY CLAIM MADE BY BUYER EXCEED THE
PURCHASE PRICE PAID FOR THE PRODUCTS.
8. Confidential Information. Buyer acknowledges and agrees that
any technical, commercial, or other confidential information of Seller,
including, without limitation, pricing, technical drawings or prints
and/or part lists, which has been or will be disclosed, delivered or
made available, whether directly or indirectly, to Buyer (“Confidential
Information”), has been and will be received in confidence and will
remain the property of Seller. Buyer further agrees that it will not use
Seller’s Confidential Information for any purpose other than for the
benefit of Seller.
9. Loss to Buyer's Property. Any tools, patterns, materials,
equipment or information furnished by Buyer or which are or become
Buyer's property (“Buyer’s Property”), will be considered obsolete
and may be destroyed by Seller after two (2) consecutive years have
elapsed without Buyer ordering the Products manufactured using
Buyer’s Property. Furthermore, Seller shall not be responsible for any
loss or damage to Buyer’s Property while it is in Seller's possession
or control.
10. Special Tooling. “Special Tooling” includes but is not limited to
tools, jigs, fixtures and associated manufacturing equipment acquired
or necessary to manufacture Goods. Seller may impose a tooling
charge for any Special Tooling. Such Special Tooling shall be and
remain Seller's property notwithstanding payment of any charges
by Buyer. In no event will Buyer acquire any interest in the Special
Tooling, even if such Special Tooling has been specially converted or
adapted for manufacture of Goods for Buyer and notwithstanding any
charges paid by Buyer. Unless otherwise agreed, Seller has the right
to alter, discard or otherwise dispose of any Special Tooling or other
property owned by Seller in its sole discretion at any time.
11. Security Interest. To secure payment of all sums due from
Buyer, Seller retains a security interest in all Products delivered to
Buyer and, Buyer’s acceptance of these Terms is deemed to be a
Security Agreement under the Uniform Commercial Code. Buyer
authorizes Seller as its attorney to execute and file on Buyer's behalf
all documents Seller deems necessary to perfect Seller’s security
interest.
12. User Responsibility. Buyer, through its own analysis and
testing, is solely responsible for making the final selection of
the Products and assuring that all performance, endurance,
maintenance, safety and warning requirements of the application
of the Products are met. Buyer must analyze all aspects of the
application and follow applicable industry standards, specifications,
and any technical information provided with the Quote or the
Products, such as Seller’s instructions, guides and specifications.
If Seller provides options of or for Products based upon data
or specifications provided by Buyer, Buyer is responsible for
determining that such data and specifications are suitable and
sufficient for all applications and reasonably foreseeable uses of the
Products. In the event Buyer is not the end-user of the Products,
Buyer will ensure such end-user complies with this paragraph.

1. Definitions. As used herein, the following terms have the|
		
meanings indicated.
Buyer:
means any customer receiving a Quote for
		
Products.
Goods:
means any tangible part, system or component to
		
be supplied by Seller.
Products:
means the Goods, Services and/or Software as
		
described in a Quote.
Quote:
means the offer or proposal made by Seller to
		
Buyer for the supply of Products.
Seller:
means Parker-Hannifin Corporation, including all
		
divisions and businesses thereof.
Services:
means any services to be provided by Seller.
Software:
means any software related to the Goods, whether
		
embedded or separately downloaded.
Terms:
means the terms and conditions of this Offer of
		
Sale.
2. Terms. All sales of Products by Seller are expressly conditioned
upon, and will be governed by the acceptance of, these Terms. These
Terms are incorporated into any Quote provided by Seller to Buyer.
Buyer’s order for any Products whether communicated to Seller
verbally, in writing, by electronic data interface or other electronic
commerce, shall constitute acceptance of these Terms. Seller objects
to any contrary or additional terms or conditions of Buyer. Reference
in Seller's order acknowledgement to Buyer's purchase order or
purchase order number shall in no way constitute an acceptance of
any of Buyer's terms or conditions of purchase. No modification to
these Terms will be binding on Seller unless agreed to in writing and
signed by an authorized representative of Seller.
3. Price; Payment. The Products set forth in the Quote are offered
for sale at the prices indicated in the Quote. Unless otherwise
specifically stated in the Quote, prices are valid for thirty (30) days
and do not include any sales, use, or other taxes or duties. Seller
reserves the right to modify prices at any time to adjust for any raw
material price fluctuations. Unless otherwise specified by Seller, all
prices are F.C.A. Seller's facility (INCOTERMS 2020). All sales are
contingent upon credit approval and full payment for all purchases
is due thirty (30) days from the date of invoice (or such date as may
be specified in the Quote). Unpaid invoices beyond the specified
payment date incur interest at the rate of 1.5% per month or the
maximum allowable rate under applicable law.
4. Shipment; Delivery; Title and Risk of Loss. All delivery
dates are approximate, and Seller is not responsible for damages
resulting from any delay. Regardless of the manner of shipment,
delivery occurs and title and risk of loss or damage pass to Buyer,
upon placement of the Products with the carrier at Seller's facility.
Unless otherwise agreed prior to shipment and for domestic
delivery locations only, Seller will select and arrange, at Buyer’s sole
expense, the carrier and means of delivery. When Seller selects and
arranges the carrier and means of delivery, freight and insurance
costs for shipment to the designated delivery location will be prepaid
by Seller and added as a separate line item to the invoice. Buyer
shall be responsible for any additional shipping charges incurred
by Seller due to Buyer’s acts or omissions. Buyer shall not return or
repackage any Products without the prior written authorization from
Seller, and any return shall be at the sole cost and expense of Buyer.
5. Warranty. The warranty for the Products is as follows: (i) Seller
warrants that all Products sold conform to the applicable Parker
Chelsea standard specification for the lesser period of 2 years (24
Months) from date of service or 2-1/2 years (30 Months) from date
of build (as marked on the Products name plate); (ii) Services shall
be performed in accordance with generally accepted practices
and using the degree of care and skill that is ordinarily exercised
and customary in the field to which the Services pertain and are
warranted for a period of six (6) months from the date of completion
of the Services; and (iii) Software is only warranted to perform
in accordance with applicable specifications provided by Seller
to Buyer for ninety (90) days from the date of delivery or, when
downloaded by a Buyer or end-user, from the date of the initial
download. All prices are based upon the exclusive limited warranty
stated above, and upon the following disclaimer: EXEMPTION
CLAUSE; DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTY, CONDITIONS,
REPRESENTATIONS: THIS WARRANTY IS THE SOLE AND
ENTIRE WARRANTY, CONDITION, AND REPRESENTATION,
PERTAINING TO PRODUCTS. SELLER DISCLAIMS ALL OTHER
WARRANTIES, CONDITIONS, AND REPRESENTATIONS,
WHETHER STATUTORY, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING
BUT NOT LIMITED TO THOSE RELATING TO DESIGN,
NONINFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, AND FITNESS FOR
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Offer of Sale Continued
13. Use of Products, Indemnity by Buyer. Buyer shall comply with
all instructions, guides and specifications provided by Seller with
the Quote or the Products. Unauthorized Uses. If Buyer uses or
resells the Products in any way prohibited by Seller’s instructions,
guides or specifications, or Buyer otherwise fails to comply with
Seller’s instructions, guides and specifications, Buyer acknowledges
that any such use, resale, or non-compliance is at Buyer's sole risk.
Further, Buyer shall indemnify, defend, and hold Seller harmless
from any losses, claims, liabilities, damages, lawsuits, judgments
and costs (including attorney fees and defense costs), whether for
personal injury, property damage, intellectual property infringement
or any other claim, arising out of or in connection with: (a) improper
selection, design, specification, application, or any misuse of
Products; (b) any act or omission, negligent or otherwise, of Buyer;
(c) Seller’s use of patterns, tools, equipment, plans, drawings,
designs, specifications or other information or things furnished by
Buyer; (d) damage to the Products from an external cause, repair
or attempted repair by anyone other than Seller, failure to follow
instructions, guides and specifications provided by Seller, use with
goods not provided by Seller, or opening, modifying, deconstructing,
tampering with or repackaging the Products; or (e) Buyer’s failure to
comply with these Terms. Seller shall not indemnify Buyer under any
circumstance except as otherwise provided in these Terms.
14. Cancellations and Changes. Buyer may not cancel or modify,
including but not limited to movement of delivery dates for the
Products, any order for any reason except with Seller's written
consent and upon terms that will indemnify, defend and hold Seller
harmless against all direct, incidental and consequential loss or
damage and any additional expense. Seller, at any time, may change
features, specifications, designs and availability of Products.
15. Limitation on Assignment. Buyer may not assign its rights or
obligations without the prior written consent of Seller.
16. Force Majeure. Seller is not liable for delay or failure to perform
any of its obligations by reason of events or circumstances beyond
its reasonable control. Such circumstances include without limitation:
accidents, labor disputes or stoppages, government acts or orders,
acts of nature, pandemics, epidemics, other widespread illness, or
public health emergency, delays or failures in delivery from carriers
or suppliers, shortages of materials, war (whether declared or not)
or the serious threat of same, riots, rebellions, acts of terrorism, fire
or any reason whether similar to the foregoing or otherwise. Seller
will resume performance as soon as practicable after the event of
force majeure has been removed. All delivery dates affected by
force majeure shall be tolled for the duration of such force majeure
and rescheduled for mutually agreed dates as soon as practicable
after the force majeure condition ceases to exist. Force majeure
shall not include financial distress, insolvency, bankruptcy, or other
similar conditions affecting one of the parties, affiliates and/or subcontractors.
17. Waiver and Severability. Failure to enforce any provision of
these Terms will not invalidate that provision; nor will any such failure
prejudice either party’s right to enforce that provision in the future.
Invalidation of any provision of these Terms shall not invalidate any
other provision herein and, the remaining provisions will remain in full
force and effect.
18. Termination. Seller may terminate any agreement governed by
or arising from these Terms for any reason and at any time by giving
Buyer thirty (30) days prior written notice. Seller may immediately
terminate, in writing, if Buyer: (a) breaches any provision of these
Terms, (b) becomes or is deemed insolvent, (c) appoints or has
appointed a trustee, receiver or custodian for all or any part of
Buyer’s property, (d) files a petition for relief in bankruptcy on its own
behalf, or one is filed against Buyer by a third party, (e) makes an
assignment for the benefit of creditors; or (f) dissolves its business or
liquidates all or a majority of its assets.
19. Ownership of Software. Seller retains ownership of all Software
supplied to Buyer hereunder. In no event shall Buyer obtain any
greater right in and to the Software than a right in the nature of a
license limited to the use thereof and subject to compliance with any
other terms provided with the Software.

20. Indemnity for Infringement of Intellectual Property Rights.
Seller is not liable for infringement of any patents, trademarks,
copyrights, trade dress, trade secrets or similar rights (“Intellectual
Property Rights”) except as provided in this Section. Seller will
defend at its expense and will pay the cost of any settlement or
damages awarded in an action brought against Buyer based on a
third party claim that one or more of the Products sold hereunder
infringes the Intellectual Property Rights of a third party in the
country of delivery of the Products by Seller to Buyer. Seller's
obligation to defend and indemnify Buyer is contingent on Buyer
notifying Seller within ten (10) days after Buyer becomes aware of
any such claim, and Seller having sole control over the defense of
the claim including all negotiations for settlement or compromise.
If one or more Products sold hereunder is subject to such a claim,
Seller may, at its sole expense and option, procure for Buyer the
right to continue using the Products, replace or modify the Products
so as to render them non-infringing, or offer to accept return of the
Products and refund the purchase price less a reasonable allowance
for depreciation. Seller has no obligation or liability for any claim of
infringement: (i) arising from information provided by Buyer; or (ii)
directed to any Products provided hereunder for which the designs
are specified in whole or part by Buyer; or (iii) resulting from the
modification, combination or use in a system of any Products
provided hereunder. The foregoing provisions of this Section
constitute Seller's sole and exclusive liability and Buyer's sole and
exclusive remedy for claims of infringement of Intellectual Property
Rights.
21. Governing Law. These Terms and the sale and delivery of all
Products are deemed to have taken place in, and shall be governed
and construed in accordance with, the laws of the State of Ohio, as
applicable to contracts executed and wholly performed therein and
without regard to conflicts of laws principles. Buyer irrevocably agrees
and consents to the exclusive jurisdiction and venue of the courts
of Cuyahoga County, Ohio with respect to any dispute, controversy
or claim arising out of or relating to the sale and delivery of the
Products.
22. Entire Agreement. These Terms, along with the terms set
forth in the main body of any Quote, forms the entire agreement
between the Buyer and Seller and constitutes the final, complete and
exclusive expression of the terms of sale and purchase. In the event
of a conflict between any term set forth in the main body of a Quote
and these Terms, the terms set forth in the main body of the Quote
shall prevail. All prior or contemporaneous written or oral agreements
or negotiations with respect to the subject matter shall have no effect.
These Terms may not be modified unless in writing and signed by an
authorized representative of Seller.
23. Compliance with Laws. Buyer agrees to comply with all
applicable laws, regulations, and industry and professional standards,
including those of the United States of America, and the country or
countries in which Buyer may operate, including without limitation
the U.S. Foreign Corrupt Practices Act (“FCPA”), the U.S. AntiKickback Act (“Anti-Kickback Act”), U.S. and E.U. export control and
sanctions laws (“Export Laws”), the U.S. Food Drug and Cosmetic
Act (“FDCA”), and the rules and regulations promulgated by the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration (“FDA”), each as currently amended.
Buyer agrees to indemnify, defend, and hold harmless Seller from
the consequences of any violation of such laws, regulations and
standards by Buyer, its employees or agents. Buyer acknowledges
that it is familiar with all applicable provisions of the FCPA, the AntiKickback Act, Export Laws, the FDCA and the FDA and certifies that
Buyer will adhere to the requirements thereof and not take any action
that would make Seller violate such requirements. Buyer represents
and agrees that Buyer will not make any payment or give anything
of value, directly or indirectly, to any governmental official, foreign
political party or official thereof, candidate for foreign political office,
or commercial entity or person, for any improper purpose, including
the purpose of influencing such person to purchase Products or
otherwise benefit the business of Seller. Buyer further represents
and agrees that it will not receive, use, service, transfer or ship
any Products from Seller in a manner or for a purpose that violates
Export Laws or would cause Seller to be in violation of Export Laws.
Buyer agrees to promptly and reliably provide Seller all requested
information or documents, including end-user statements and other
written assurances, concerning Buyer’s ongoing compliance with
Export Laws.
08/20
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Parker Worldwide

Europe, Middle East, Africa
AE – United Arab Emirates,
Dubai
Tel: +971 4 8127100
parker.me@parker.com
AT – Austria, Wiener Neustadt
Tel: +43 (0)2622 23501-0
parker.austria@parker.com
AT – Eastern Europe, Wiener
Neustadt
Tel: +43 (0)2622 23501 900
parker.easteurope@parker.com
AZ – Azerbaijan, Baku
Tel: +994 50 22 33 458
parker.azerbaijan@parker.com
BE/LU – Belgium, Nivelles
Tel: +32 (0)67 280 900
parker.belgium@parker.com
BG – Bulgaria, Sofia
Tel: +359 2 980 1344
parker.bulgaria@parker.com
BY – Belarus, Minsk
Tel: +375 17 209 9399
parker.belarus@parker.com
CH – Switzerland, Etoy
Tel: +41 (0)21 821 87 00
parker.switzerland@parker.com
CZ – Czech Republic, Klecany
Tel: +420 284 083 111
parker.czechrepublic@parker.com
DE – Germany, Kaarst
Tel: +49 (0)2131 4016 0
parker.germany@parker.com
DK – Denmark, Ballerup
Tel: +45 43 56 04 00
parker.denmark@parker.com
ES – Spain, Madrid
Tel: +34 902 330 001
parker.spain@parker.com
FI – Finland, Vantaa
Tel: +358 (0)20 753 2500
parker.finland@parker.com
FR – France, Contamine s/Arve
Tel: +33 (0)4 50 25 80 25
parker.france@parker.com
GR – Greece, Athens
Tel: +30 210 933 6450
parker.greece@parker.com
HU – Hungary, Budaoers
Tel: +36 23 885 470
parker.hungary@parker.com

IE – Ireland, Dublin
Tel: +353 (0)1 466 6370
parker.ireland@parker.com
IT – Italy, Corisico (MI)
Tel: +39 02 45 19 21
parker.italy@parker.com
KZ – Kazakhstan, Almaty
Tel: +7 7273 561 000
parker.easteurope@parker.com
NL – The Netherlands, Oldenzaal
Tel: +31 (0)541 585 000
parker.nl@parker.com
NO – Norway, Asker
Tel: +47 66 75 34 00
parker.norway@parker.com
PL – Poland, Warsaw
Tel: +48 (0)22 573 24 00
parker.poland@parker.com
PT – Portugal, Leca de Palmeira
Tel: +351 22 999 7360
parker.portugal@parker.com
RO – Romania, Bucharest
Tel: +40 21 252 1382
parker.romania@parker.com
RU – Russia, Moscow
Tel: +7 495 645-2156
parker.russia@parker.com
SE – Sweden, Spånga
Tel: +46 (0)8 59 79 50 00
parker.sweden@parker.com
SK – Slovakia, Banská Bystrica
Tel: +421 484 162 252
parker.slovakia@parker.com
SL – Slovenia, Novo Mesto
Tel: +386 7 337 6650
parker.slovenia@parker.com
TR – Turkey, Istanbul
Tel: +90 216 4997081
parker.turkey@parker.com
UA – Ukraine, Kiev
Tel: +380 44 494 2731
parker.ukraine@parker.com
UK – United Kingdom, Warwick
Tel: +44 (0)1926 317 878
parker.uk@parker.com
ZA – South Africa, Kempton Park
Tel: +27 (0)11 961 0700
parker.southafrica@parker.com

North America

CA – Canada, Milton, Ontario
Tel: +1 905 693 3000
MX – Mexico, Toluca
Tel: +52 72 2275 4200

Asia Pacific

AU – Australia, Castle Hill
Tel: +61 (0)2-9634 7777
CN – China, Shanghai
Tel: +86 21 2899 5000
HK – Hong Kong
Tel: +852 2428 8008
IN – India, Mumbai
Tel: +91 22 6513 7081-85
JP – Japan, Fujisawa
Tel: +81 (0)4 6635 3050
KR – South Korea, Seoul
Tel: +82 2 559 0400
MY – Malaysia, Shah Alam
Tel: +60 3 7849 0800
NZ – New Zealand, Mt Wellington
Tel: +64 9 574 1744
SG – Singapore
Tel: +65 6887 6300
TH – Thailand, Bangkok
Tel: +662 717 8140
TW – Taiwan, New Taipei City
Tel: +886 2 2298 8987

South America

AR – Argentina, Buenos Aires
Tel: +54 3327 44 4129
BR – Brazil, Cachoeirinha RS
Tel: +55 51 3470 9144
CL – Chile, Santiago
Tel: +56 2 623 1216
Pan Am, Miami
Tel: +1 305-470-8800

Parker Hannifin Corporation
Chelsea Products Division
8225 Hacks Cross Road
Olive Branch, Mississippi 38654 USA
Tel: (662) 895-1011
www.parker.com/chelsea
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